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Abstract. In this paper we study functional-differential equations on the semi-axis, which are
non-linear with respect to the phase variables and linear with respect to the control. Sufficient
conditions for existence of optimal control in terms of the right-hand side and the quality criterion
are obtained. Relation between the solutions of the problems on infinite and finite intervals is
studied and results that about these connections are proven.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let h > 0 be a constant, describing the delay. By j  j we denote a vector norm in
Rd , and by jj  jj the norm of d m–matrices, which agrees with the vector norm.
We introduce the necessary functional spaces which we use in this paper. Let C D
C.Œ h;0 IRd / be the Banach space of continuous functions from Œ h;0 into Rd
with the uniform norm jj'jjC D max
2Œ h;0
j'./j, and letLpDLp .Œ h;0 IRm/, p >1
be the Banach space of p-integrable m-dimensional vector-valued functions with the
norm jj'jjLp D
R 0
 h j'.s/jpds
1=p
:
Let x be continuous function on Œ0;1/ and let ' 2 C . If x.0/ D '.0/, then the
function
x .t;'/D

' .t/ ; t 2 Œ h;0
x .t/ ; t  0
is continuous for t  0: In the standard way (see [11]) for each t  0we can introduce
an element xt .'/ 2 C by the expression xt .'/D x .tC;'/ ;  2 Œ h;0. Further,
instead of xt .'/ we write xt .
Let t 2 Œ0;1/ ; and D be a domain in Œ h;1/C with boundary @D:
c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In this paper, we study optimal control problems for systems of functional-differential
equations . Px D dx.t/=dt/
Px .t/Df1.t;xt /C
0Z
 h
f2.t;xt ;y/u.t;y/dy; t 2 Œ0; ; x .t/D'0.t/ ; t 2Œ h;0; (1.1)
with one of the next cost criterion
J ŒuD
Z 
0
 
e tA.t;xt /CB .t;u.t; //

dt ! inf; (1.2)
J ŒuD
Z 
0

e tA.t;xt /C
Z 0
 h
ju.t;y/ j2dy

! inf: (1.3)
These problems are considered on the infinite horizon t  0: Here '0 2 C is a
fixed element such that .0;'0/ 2 D, x.t/ is the phase vector in Rd , and xt is the
corresponding phase vector in C;  is the moment when .t;xt / reaches the boundary
@D for the first time or  D1 otherwise. Also, f1 WD! Rd ; f2 WD Œ h;0!
M dm – d m-dimensional matrix, such that for each .t;'/ 2D f2 .t;'; / belongs
to the space Lq.Œ h;0 IM dm/ with the norm
jjf2 .t;'/ jjLq D
Z 0
 h
jjf2 .t;';y/ jjqdy
1=q
;
1
p
C 1
q
D 1
A WD!RC; B W Œ0;1/Lp!RC are given mappings.
The control parameter u 2 Lp .Œ0;1/ Œ h;0/ is m-dimensional vector function
such that for almost all .t;y/;u.t;y/ 2W; 0 2W , where W is a convex and closed
set in Rm.
For each control function, we define corresponding solution (trajectory) of (1.1).
A continuous function x.t/ is a solution of (1.1) on the interval Œ h;T ; if it satisfies
the following conditions: x .t/ D '0 .t/ ; t 2 Œ h;0 I .t; xt / 2 D for t 2 Œ0;T  I for
t 2 Œ0;T  x.t/ satisfies the integral equation
x .t/D '0 .0/C
Z t
0
Œf1 .s;xs/C
Z 0
 h
f2 .s;xs;y/u.s;y/dyds:
The control function u.t; / is considered admissible for the problems (1.1)-(1.2) and
(1.1), (1.3) if u.t;y/ 2 Lp.Œ0;1/ Œ h;0 I u.t;y/ 2 W for almost all t  0, y 2
Œ h;0 I the solution x.t/ corresponding to the control u.t; / exists on the interval
Œ h; ; > 0I jJ Œuj<1:
Let V.'0/ denote the Bellman function for the problem on the infinite horizon and
let VT .'0/ be the Bellman function for the corresponding problem on some finite
interval Œ0;T .
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In [13] it was shown that system (1.1) includes as particular cases the usual optimal
control problem for functional-differential equations
Px .t/D f .t;xt /Cg .t;xt /u.t/ ; u 2 Lp
 
Œ0;1/ IRm ; (1.4)
for equations with maximum and for system of ordinary differential equations.
The choice of the control u.t; / 2 Lp.Œ0;1/ I Œ h;0/ for each t as an element of
the function space is justified (determined) by two reasons:
1) the given problem to be similar to the general functional-operator form of an
optimal control problem where u.t/ 2 W and W is a topological space (see, for
example, [2]).
2) the given class of problems includes some problems with applications to eco-
nomics (see [4, 6]).
A great number of publications is devoted to the study functional differential sys-
tems [1, 5, 8, 11, 14] and also a lot of publications is devoted to the study of optimal
control problems of type (1.4). In the monograph [14], optimal control problems for
functional-differential equations are studied and method for dynamic programming
and maximum principle are developed. However, in most of the cases, these methods
give only necessary conditions for optimality. In the cases when they give sufficient
conditions, the verification of those conditions is quite complicate and requires in-
volving new objects, which were not presented in the initial problem. That is why, it
is desirable to have the sufficient conditions for existence of optimal control in terms
of the right-hand side of the system and the cost criterion. In this direction, we can
mention the work [3], where under condition of compactness for the set of values of
the admissible controls is obtained analogue of Filippov theorem. In the case when
the set of the control values is unbounded, it is obtained analogue of the Cessari the-
orem. Note that if the condition for compactness of the control set is removed, then
this leads to condition of the growth, which connect the right-hand side of the system
and the function of quality criterion. In [9, 10], the authors study the problem for
optimal control of the system
Px .t/D x .t/Cf0

x .t/ ;
Z 0
 T
a.y/x .tCy/dy

 u.t/:
In [10] for some cost criteria Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations are obtained and
in the terms of their solutions sufficient conditions for optimality are obtained. In
[7], similar questions are considered for problem with phase space restrictions. In
[9], under the condition that the function xC f0.x;y/ is non-decreasing in both
variables for quality criterion
J ŒuD
Z 1
0
e tu1  .t/x .t/dt;  2 .0I1/
sufficient conditions for optimality are obtained. In [13], problem of type (1.1)-(1.2)
is considered in more general settings, but only on finite interval Œ0;T :
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The goal of this work is to generalize the results obtained in [13] to the infinite
horizon Œ0;1/ and to clarify the relation between problems on finite and infinite
intervals. It turns out that by means of optimal control for finite interval, it is possible
to construct easily minimizers for the problem on infinite horizon.
This paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2 we give a rigorous
statement of the considered problem and the main result. Section 3 is devoted to the
proof of the main result of this paper. In Subsection 3.1 a theorem for existence of
optimal control for the problems (1.1), (1.2) and (1.1), (1.3) is proven. In Subsection
3.2 a theorem about the connection between the solution of the problem on infinite
horizon Œ0;1/ and the solution of same problem on finite intervals is proven. In Sub-
section 3.3 existence of optimal control in the case when the domainD is unbounded
is proven.
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEMS AND MAIN RESULTS
We give rigorous statement of the problem and statement of the main result of this
work. In this paper, we assume that the following conditions are satisfied. Let D
be a domain in Œ h;1/C , and @D be its boundary (see, for example [12] p. 18).
We introduce the notations Dt D f' 2 C;.t;'/ 2Dg; Dc DSt0Dt ; where Dc is
bounded in C:
Assumption 1. The admissible controls are m-dimensional vector functions
u.t;y/ 2 Lp.Œ0;1/ Œ h;0 IRm/, such that for almost all t  0 and y 2 Œ h;0
we have u.t;y/ 2 W , where W is a convex closed set in Rm and 0 2 W and there
exists J Œu.
The set of admissible controls is denoted byU:
Assumption 2. The mappings f1 .t;'/ WD! Rd and f2 .t;';y/ WD Œ h;0!
M dm are defined and measurable with respect to all arguments in the domainD and
D1 D f.t;'/ 2D;y 2 Œ h;0g, respectively. Moreover, these functions satisfy in D
and D1, with respect to ' the condition for linear growth and the Lipchitz condition,
i.e., there exists constant K > 0; such that
jf1.t;'/jCkf2.t;';y/k K .1Ck'kC / ; (2.1)
for .t;'/ 2D; y 2 Œ h;0,
jf1 .t;'1/ f1 .t;'2/jCkf2 .t;'1;y/ f2 .t;'2;y/k Kk'1 '2kC ; (2.2)
for .t;'1/ ; .t;'2/ 2D:
Assumption 3. 1) The mapping A WD!R , A.t;'/ 0 for .t;'/ 2D is defined
and continuous inD and for .t;'/2D there is a constantKA >0, such thatA.t;'/
KA.1Ck'kC /;
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2) The mapping B W Œ0;1/Lp ! R is measurable with respect to all its argu-
ments and there are constants a > 0; a1 > 0, such that a1k´kpLp  B.t;´/ ak´k
p
Lp
if t  0;
3) For each t  0; B.t;´/ is strongly differentiable with respect to ´ and for t  0
and ´ 2 Lp the Frechet derivative @B@´ satisfies the estimate@B@´

L.LpIR1/
 a2k´kp 1Lp
for some constant a2 > 0; independently of t and ´: Here kkL.LpIR1/ is the uniform
operator norm in the space of linear continuous functionals over Lp.
The main results of this work are given by the following theorems.
Theorem 1. Suppose that Assumptions 1-3 are satisfied. Then there exists a solu-
tion .x;u/ of the problems (1.1), (1.2) and (1.1), (1.3).
Let T > 0 be fixed. By .xT ;uT / we denote the solution of the problems (1.1),
(1.2) or (1.1), (1.3) on Œ0;T :
For the problem on infinite horizon, we define
uT;1 .t; /D

uT .t; /; t 2 Œ0;T 
0; t > T
(2.3)
and xT;1.t/ is the corresponding trajectory.
It is obvious that the given control is admissible for the original problem. Again,
.u .t; / ;x.t// is an optimal pair for the problem (1.1)-(1.2),  – the time at which
the solution xt reaches the boundary @D.
Theorem 2. Suppose that Assumptions 1-3 are satisfied, then we have:
1)
VT .'0/! V .'0/ ; T !1I
2) there is a sequence Tn !1; n!1, such that the sequence
˚
uTn;1
	
is
minimizer for the problem (1.1), (1.2) i.e.
J

uTn;1
! V; n!1; (2.4)
3) there is a sequence Tn!1; n!1, such that
uTn;1
w ! u; n!1 (2.5)
weekly in Lp.Œ0;1/ Œ h;0 IRm/
4) pointwise on Œ0;, uniformly on each finite interval
xTn;1 .t/! x .t/ ; n!1:
If the problem (1.1)-(1.2) has unique solution, then the convergence in (2.4), (2.5)
occurs for all T !1.
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Proposition 1. In the conditions of Theorem 2 for the functional (1.3) all state-
ments of Theorem 2 are valid, and the weak convergence of optimal controls (2.5) is
replaced with strong convergence in L2.Œ0;1/ Œ h;0 IRm/.
The next theorem is about the case when the domain Dc in the statement of the
problem is unbounded. As it is shown in [13], the solution of the original problem
cannot go to infinity in finite time. However, it can increase without bound in such a
way, that the integrals in (1.2) and (2.2) become divergent for all admissible controls.
Now we give a theorem, which guarantees existence of optimal control in this case.
So, we assume that it is possible thatD is unbounded domain in Œ h;1/C but the
set of control valuesW is bounded in Rm. Without loss of generality, we can assume
that W is a ball with radius r:
Theorem 3. If the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied and  < .hrC1/K, then
the problems (1.1), (1.2) and (1.1), (1.3) have solutions.
3. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS
3.1. Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. First, we note that in the conditions of Theorem 1 imply that the conditions
of Theorem 2.1 in the work [13] are satisfied. Therefore, the solution of the problem
(1.1) exists, it is unique, and it can be extended to the boundary of the domain D:
Further, we note that the set U of admissible controls is nonempty, since 0 2 U.
Moreover, if x.t;0/ is a solution of the system (1.1), which exists for such control,
and xt .0/ is the corresponding element inC . Then by the condition 1) of Assumption
3 and the boundedness ofDc we have J Œ0 <1 here r is the radius of the ball, which
contains Dc :
Since the quality functionals is non-negative quantity, then there is non-negative
lower bound m of the values of J Œu and therefore there is a sequence of admiss-
ible controls fun.t/g. Let u.n/ .t;y/ be minimizing sequence, such that J
h
u.n/
i
!
m; n!1 monotonically. Also, let x.n/ .t/ be a sequence of solutions of the equa-
tion (1.1), for which there exists controls u.n/, and let Œ h;n be the maximal inter-
vals of their existence.
Note that .n;x
.n/
n / 2 @D. It is easy to check
mC1 a
Z n
0
Z 0
 h
ˇˇˇ
u.n/.t;y/
ˇˇˇp
dy dt  a
Z 1
0
Z 0
 h
ˇˇˇ
u.n/.t;y/
ˇˇˇp
dy dt; (3.1)
for n large enough. Hence, the sequence u.n/.t;y/ is weakly compact inLp.Œ0;1/
Œ h;0/. This means that it contains a weakly convergent subsequence.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that u.n/.t;y/ itself is weakly con-
vergent to u 2 Lp.Œ0;1/ Œ h;0/. By the Mazur Lemma ([15], ch. V), some
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convex combination bk .t;y/ D
Pn.k/
iD1 ˛i .k/u.i/.t;y/ of elements u.i/.t;y/ con-
verges strongly to u in Lp.Œ0;1/ Œ h;0/. Therefore, there exists a subsequence
bkj .t;y/ of the sequence bk.t;y/, such that it converges to u
.t;y/ almost every-
where in Œ0;1/ Œ h;0 : SinceW is convex and closed, then bkj .t;y/ 2W; and for
this reason u.t;y/ 2W; therefore, the control u.t;y/ is admissible.
Now we consider the sequence of solutions x.n/.t/ of the system (1.1), which
correspond to the controls u.n/.t;y/. When for t 2 Œ0;n we have
x.n/ .t/D '0 .0/C
Z t
0

f1

s;x.n/s

C
Z 0
 h
f2 .s;xs;y/u
.n/ .s;y/dy

ds: (3.2)
Using the functions x.n/.t/ we construct the functions ´.n/.t/, which are determined
on the semi-axis in the following way:
´.n/ .t/D

x.n/.t/; t 2 Œ0;n
x.n/.n/; t > n:
;
Since DC is bounded, then there is C > 0; such thatˇˇˇ
´.n/ .t/
ˇˇˇ
 C; t  0: (3.3)
We choose an arbitrary T > 0 and fixed it. We are going to show that the family of
functions
n
´.n/.t/
o
is compact on Œ0;T : To do that, by (3.3), it is enough to prove
that they are equicontinuous. For t1; t2 2 Œ0;n from (3.2) and by (2.1) we have the
estimateˇˇˇ
x.n/ .t2/ x.n/ .t1/
ˇˇˇ
K.1CC/.t2  t1/CK .1CC/h1=q.t2  t1/1=q

mC1
a
1=p
:
Therefore, for t1  t2  n and for some positive C1;C2 we getˇˇˇ
´.n/ .t2/ ´.n/.t1/
ˇˇˇ
 C1 .t2  t1/CC2.t2  t1/1=q: (3.4)
It is easy to check if t1 < n < t2, then estimate (3.4) holds. From here the equicon-
tinuity of the family of the functions ´.n/.t/ on Œ0;T , and therefore their compactness
follows. In this way, there exists a subsequence ´.n/
k
.t/ of the sequence ´.n/.t/ such
that ´.n/
k
.t/ converges uniformly to ´.t/ on Œ0;T . The function ´.t/ is defined
and continuous on Œ0;T , and hence ´t exists as an element of the space C for all
t 2 Œ0;T . Therefore, on each interval Œ0;T  from the sequence
n
´.n/.t/
o
it is possible
to take uniformly convergent subsequence. We show, that there exists subsequence
of the sequence
n
´.n/.t/
o
, which converges point-wise on Œ0;1/ to some continuous
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function. To do that, we use the diagonal method. For T D 1 there exists a sub-
sequence
n
´
.n/
1 .t/
o
of the sequence
n
´.n/.t/
o
such that ´.n/1 .t/ ´1.t/ for n!1
on Œ0;1: For T D 2 there exists a subsequence
n
´
.n/
2 .t/
o
of the sequence
n
´
.n/
1 .t/
o
such that ´.n/2 .t/ ´2.t/ for t 2 Œ0;2. We observe, that ´2 .t/D ´1.t/ for t 2 Œ0;1.
Continue this process, we obtain, for each natural number N existence of a sub-
sequence
n
´
.n/
N .t/
o
of the sequence
n
´
.n/
N 1.t/
o
such that ´.n/N .t/ ´N .t/ on Œ0;N 
and ´N .t/D ´N 1.t/ for t 2 Œ0;N  1. Applying the diagonal method, from these
sequences we choose the subsequences
n
´
.n/
n .t/
o
, such that, they obviously converge
point-wise for t 2 Œ0;1/ to the continuous function ´.t/, determined in the follow-
ing way: ´ .t/D ´N .t/ on Œ0;N ; where N is a natural number. For convenience,
in our next considerations, we again denote the sequence
n
´
.n/
n .t/
o
by f´n .t/g, and
the corresponding sequence of controls as
n
u.n/ .t/
o
. Since ´ .t/ is defined and con-
tinuous in Œ0;1/, then ´t exists as an element of the space C for all t  0. Also, we
note that ´N .t/ converges uniformly to ´ .t/ on each interval Œ0;.
Let  be the moment when .t;´t / reaches the boundary @D for the first time,
then
 D

inf ft  0 W .t;´t / 2 @D
1;  t;´t  2D; t  0
Notice that ´.n/n D ´.n/ .nC/D x.n/ .nC/D x.n/n , and hence n is the moment
when .t;´.n/t / reaches @D for the first time.
We are going to show that   lim
n!1 inf n:We consider two cases:
1) Let  <1. Then  > lim
n!1 inf n D :
We choose an arbitrary T 2 Œ0;1/ such that T  . Obviously, there is a sub-
sequence
˚
nk
	
of the sequence fng, such that nk !  for nk !1. So, for nk
large enough, we have nk < 
 and
.nk ;´

nk
/ 2D;  ;´  2D; (3.5)
but .nk ;´
.nk/
nk
/ 2 @D.
On the other hand, taking into account the uniform convergence on Œ h;T  of the
sequences ´.n/ .t/ to ´ .t/ and the uniform continuity of ´ .t/ on Œ h;T  we have
´
.nk/
nk
! ´ ; in C: Indeed,
sup
 h0
ˇˇˇ
´.nk/.nk C/ ´.C/
ˇˇˇ
 sup
 h0
ˇˇˇ
´.nk/.nk C/ ´.nk C/
ˇˇˇ
C sup
 h0
ˇˇ
´.nk C/ ´.C/
ˇˇ! 0; nk!1;
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Since the set @D is closed, then .;´ / 2 @D. This contradicts (3.5).
2) Let  D1, and lim
n!1 inf n <1. Choose T2 > 0, T2 > limn!1 inf n . Now
applying analogous reasoning on Œ0;T2; we obtain, that this case can be reduced to
the previous one. Hence   lim
n!1 inf n D  :
Set x .t/D ´ .t/ for t 2 Œ0; in the case of finite  and t 2 Œ0;1/ for D1.
We will show that x.t/ is a solution of the equation (1.1), to which corresponds the
control u.t;y/ for all considered t:
We consider three cases.
1. If  <1, then the proof is analogous to the proof of the corresponding fact in
[13], Theorem 2.2.
2. Let  D1, but  <1. In this case, either there exists subsequence ˚nk	 of
the sequence fng such that, nk !1, nk!1 or n <1 only for finite numbers.
Then for large enough nk , we have ´.nk/ .t/D x.nk/.t/ for t 2 Œ0; and x.nk/.t/
x.t/ for nk !1 in Œ0;. From here the proof is similar to the proof of [13],
Theorem 2.2.
3. Let  D1. We choose an arbitrary T > 0 and consider the interval Œ0;T :
Analogically to the previous case, there exists subsequence
˚
nk
	
such that nk!1
for nk !1. Then on Œ0;T  for large enough nk , we have ´.nk/ .t/ D x.nk/.t/ on
Œ0;T ; and therefore x.nk/.t/ x.t/ in Œ0;T  for n!1. After that, the proof is
similar to the previous.
It remains to show that the control u.t;y/ is optimal. Again, we consider two
cases.
1. Let  <  . In this case either there exists a subsequence
˚
nk
	
of the sequence
fng such that nk!  for nk!1, or there exist only not more than finite number of
finite fng (in the case  D1). Then for nk large enough, again we have ´.nk/ .t/D
x.nk/.t/ for t 2 Œ0; and x.nk/.t/ x.t/ for nk!1 on Œ0;.
Also, obviously, we have that for all t 2 Œ0;.x.nk/t  xt 
C
! 0; nk!1; (3.6)
ThenZ nk
0
e tA

t;x
.nk/
t

dtC
Z nk
0
B

t;u.nk/.t; /

dt

Z 
0
e tA

t;x
.nk/
t

dtC
Z 
0
B

t;u.nk/.t; /

dt: (3.7)
The integrand of the first summand in (3.7) for each t tends to A.t;xt / by (3.6) and
condition 1) from Assumption 3. From the fact thatDc is bounded and the condition
of linear growth A.t;'/(condition 1) of Assumption 3), it follows for some constant
K1 > 0 we have the inequality A

t;x
.nk/
t

 KA .1CK1/ : Now using Lebesgue
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dominated convergence theorem, we get thatZ 
0
e tA

t;x
.nk/
t

dt !
Z 
0
e tA
 
t;xt

dt;nk!1: (3.8)
Since B.t;u/ is convex with respect to u, then
B .t;# .t; // B  t;u .t; /C DB 0u  t;u .t; / ;# .t; / u .t; /E ; (3.9)
for each admissible control # .t;y/ 2U. Here
D
L
0
u;#  u
E
is the action of the linear
continuous functional L
0
u on the element # .t; / u .t; / 2 Lp. So, using condition
3) from Assumption 3 we haveZ 1
0
Z 0
 h
ˇˇˇˇ
@B
@u
.t;u.t;y/
ˇˇˇˇq
dydt  a3
Z 1
0
Z 0
 h
ˇˇ
u.t;y/
ˇˇp
dydt <1:
Therefore, by Riesz theorem the expressionZ 1
0
hB 0u.t;u.t; /;#.t; // u.t; /idt
defines a linear continuous functional on Lp.Œ0;1/ Œ h;0/. Now, let # .t; / D
unk .t; / in (3.9) and using the weak convergence of unk .t;y/ to u .t;y/, for the
second summand in (3.7) we get the inequality
lim
nk!1
inf
Z 
0
B

t;u.nk/.t; /

dt 
Z 
0
B
 
t;u.t; /dt : (3.10)
From (3.7), (3.8) and (3.10) we have
mD lim
n!1
Z nk
0
e tA

t;x
.nk/
t

dtC
Z nk
0
B

t;u.nk/.t; /

dt


Z 
0
e tA
 
t;xt

dtC
Z 
0
B
 
t;u.t; /dt;
therefore, in this case the control u.t;y/ is optimal.
2. Let  D  . We choose an arbitrary t1 D  and consider the interval Œ0; t1: On
this interval x.nk/.t/ x.t/, when nk!1, and hence x.nk/t ! xt in C; nk!1.
By the theorem for characterization of the lower bound, the set f n2N jn<t1 g is
finite, and the open interval .t1; 
/ can contain infinite number of points n (if they
are finite). We consider this sequence. Then by analogy as in the previous case, we
obtain
m
Z t1
0
e tA
 
t;xt

dtC
Z t1
0
B
 
t;u.t; /dt
From here by taking limit for t1!  we obtain that J ŒuDm.
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For the functional (1.3) the proof is similar. In this case, the condition 3) from
Assumption 3 is satisfied automatically, since @B
@´
D 2u.t; /. This proves the theorem.

3.2. Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. First, we consider the problem (1.1)-(1.2). We choose an arbitrary T > 0
and fix it. As before, V.'0/ denotes the Bellman function for the given problem and
VT .'0/ denotes the Bellman function for the corresponding problem on Œ0;T : From
Theorem 1 and the corresponding theorem from [13], it follows that these problems
have solutions .x .t/ ;u.t; // and .x;T .t/ ;uT .t; // respectively. Note that the set
of admissible controls on Œ0;1/ is a subset of admissible controls on Œ0;T : From the
admissible controls u.t; / on Œ0;T ; which are not admissible on Œ0;1/ we construct
the following controls
uT;1 .t; /D

u.t; / ; t 2 Œ0;T 
0; t > T:
(3.11)
Let UT denote the union of the set of admissible controls on Œ0;1/ with the set of
controls of type (3.11). Then on Œ0;1/ this set of admissible controls coincides with
the setU; and on the interval Œ0;T  it coincides with the set of all admissible controls
for the problems of type (1.1)-(1.2) on Œ0;T : Indeed, from an arbitrary admissible
control u.t; / on Œ0;T ; which is not admissible on Œ0;1/ by the rule (3.11) we con-
struct an admissible control on Œ0;1/: On the other side, Lp.Œ0;1// Lp.Œ0;T /.
Let DT DD\ Œ h;T , and we denote by T the moment when x;Tt reaches the
boundary of domain DT : Note that in the case T < T the control uT;1.t; / will be
optimal for the problem (1.1), (1.2) on Œ0;1/: Then we conclude that V D VT .
Consider now the case T D T . Denote by x .t/D x.t;uT;1.t; // the solution
of the initial problem (1.1), which corresponding to the control uT;1.t; /. We note
that if t 2 Œ0;T  u .t; /D uT .t; /, then by uniqueness of the solution of the initial
value problem (1.1) x .t/ D x;T .t/ for t 2 Œ0;T . Thus, from the definition of the
Bellman function and using condition 2) from Assumption 3, we have
V  J

uT;1

D
Z T
0
.e tA.t;x;Tt /CB
 
t;uT .t; /

dtC
Z T
T
e tA.t;xt /dt
D VT C
Z T
T
e tA.t;xt /dt : (3.12)
Here T denotes the moment when xt reaches the boundary of the domain D: The
second term in (3.12) goes to zero for T !1 by the boundedness of Dc and by the
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem.
We recall, that  is the moment when the optimal trajectory xt of the problem
(1.1)-(1.2) on Œ0;1/, reaches the boundary of D: Also, note that if   T , then the
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pair .x .t/ ;u.t; // will be optimal for the problem on the interval Œ0;T  and in this
case again we have V D VT . Let  > T , then
V D J Œu VT C
Z 
T
.e tA.t;xt /CB
 
t;u .t; //dt:
But for T !1
Z
T
.e tA
 
t;xt
CB  t;u .t; //dt  1Z
T
e tKA .1CK1/dtC
1Z
T
a1
u .t; /p
Lp
dt
D
1Z
T
e tKA .1CK1/dtC
1Z
T
a1
0Z
 h
ˇˇ
u.t;y/
ˇˇp
dydt ! 0: (3.13)
Then, on one side, from (3.12) we have V  VT 
R T
T e
 tA.t;xt /dt ; and on the
other side, we obtain V  VT 
R T
T .e
 tA
 
t;xt
CB .t;u .t; ///dt; from here,
taking into account (3.13), we get the statement 1) of the Theorem 2, namely (2).
Further, for convenience, without loss of generality, we can assume that T D n2N
is a natural number. Let un .t; / be an optimal control on Œ0;n, and let un;1 .t; / be
an admissible control of the problem (1.1), (1.2) on Œ0;1/, which is determined by
the formula (2.3).
Again, if n < n for some n, then un;1 is optimal for the problem on infinite
horizon. Here n is the moment when x
n;1
t reaches the boundary of the domain D:
Now let n D n for all n: Since Vn D J Œun! V , then there exists a constant L;
such that Vn  L. But from the conditions 2) of Assumption 3 and from (2.3), we
have:
L Vn D I

un
 aZ n
0
Z 0
 h
ˇˇ
un.t;y/
ˇˇp
dydt D a
Z 1
0
Z 0
 h
ˇˇ
un;1.t;y/
ˇˇp
dydt;
and therefore, the sequence of admissible controls
˚
un;1
	
is weekly compact in
Lp.Œ0;1/Œ h;0/. Therefore, there exists a weekly convergent subsequence, which
without loss of generality, we again denote by
˚
un;1
	
: Moreover, we have
un;1
! ! u; n!1; Lp.Œ0;1/ Œ h;0/: (3.14)
Analogically to Theorem 1, by using the Mazur lemma, we get that u.t;y/ 2W for
almost all .t;y/:
We denote by xn;1.t/ the solution of our original problem (1.1), corresponding
to the control un;1 .t; /. Let n be the moment when the solution xn;1t reaches the
boundary of the domain D: It is obvious, that n > n. Then, we have
J

un;1
D VnCZ n
n
.e tA
 
t;x
n;1
t
CB.t;un;1.t; ///dt:
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From the construction of the sequence un;1 and condition 2) from Assumption 3,
we have B
 
t;un;1 .t; /
D 0 for t  n. By condition 1) of Assumption 3, we have
J

un;1
D VnCZ n
n
e tA
 
t;x
n;1
t

dt; (3.15)
but
R n
n e
 tA
 
t;x
n;1
t

dt R nn e tKA  1Cxn;1t cdt . Since the set Dc is
bounded, then, as it was shown before, the estimation
xn;1t K1 for t  n holds.
Then, we getZ n
n
e tKA .1CK1/dt 
Z 1
n
e tKA .1CK1/dt ! 0; n!1: (3.16)
From (3.15) and (3.16) we have that
J

un;1
! V; n!1: (3.17)
Therefore,
˚
un;1
	
is a minimizing sequence for the problem (1.1), (1.2). This proves
the statement 2) of the Theorem 2. We denote by x.t/ the solution of the initial prob-
lem (1.1), with corresponding control u.t; / from (3.14). It follows, from theorem
2.1 in [13], that such solution exists and it is unique. The statement that the pair
.u .t; / ;x .t// is optimal for the problem (1.1), (1.2) can be proven in the similar
way as in the corresponding proof of Theorem 1. The statement 3) of this theorem,
now becomes obvious. The proof of the statement 4) can be carried out in the sim-
ilar way as the proof of the corresponding fact of the Theorem 1. If the problem
(1.1), (1.2) has unique solution, then the convergence in (2.4) and (2.5) holds for
all T !1. Obviously, the later follows from the fact that from each subsequence˚
unk ;1
	
of the sequence
˚
un;1
	
in (3.14) we can choose a sequence that weekly
converges to the optimal control u .t; / and this control is unique. This proves the
theorem. 
3.3. Proof of Proposition 1
Proof. We consider the optimal control problem (1.1), (1.3). Obviously, the proof
only requires to establish the fact that the sequence uTn;1 converges strongly to u
.
In the similar way as in the Theorem 1, we have
V 
Z 
0
A
 
t;xt

e tdt C lim
n!1
Z n
0
Z 0
 h
ˇˇ
un;1.t;y/
ˇˇ2
dydt; (3.18)
where the last limit in (3.18) exists, and therefore coincides with its lower bound.
From the construction of un;1 it follows thatZ n
0
Z 0
 h
ˇˇ
un;1.t;y/
ˇˇ2
dydt D
Z 1
0
Z 0
 h
ˇˇ
un;1.t;y/
ˇˇ2
dydt:
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Thus, from (3.18) we have
V 
Z 
0
e tA
 
t;xt

dtC
Z 
0
Z 0
 h
ˇˇ
u .t;y/
ˇˇ2
dydt D V
In this way, we get
lim
n!1
Z 1
0
Z 0
 h
ˇˇ
un;1.t;y/
ˇˇ2
dt D
Z 1
0
Z 0
 h
ˇˇ
u.t;y/
ˇˇ2
dydt:
From this, taking into account (3.14) the strong convergence of un;1 to u in
L2 .Œ0;1/ . h;0/ follows, which proves Proposition 1. 
3.4. Proof of Theorem 3
Proof. Assuming the conditions of this theorem, we consider the problem (1.1),
(1.3). First, we show that the set of admissible controlsU is non-empty. To do that,
as in Theorem 1, we show that 0 2U:
Indeed, let x.t;0/ be a solution of the system (1.1), corresponding to the control
u D 0; let xt be the corresponding element from C;  be the moment of its exit on
the boundary of D:
For t 2 Œ0;/ we write the integral representation of x.t;0/
x.t;0/D '0.0/C
Z t
0
f1.s;xs/ds: (3.19)
From here, taking into account (2.1), we obtain:
jx.t/jj'0.0/jC
Z t
0
K.1Ckxskc/dsj'0.0/jCK
Z t
0
.1C max
s12Œ h;s
jx.s1/j/ds: (3.20)
From (3.20) we have, that
max
s2Œ0;t
jx.s/j  j'0.0/jCK
Z t
0
.1Ckxsk/ds;
and
max
s2Œ h;t
jx.s/j  2 max
s2Œ h;0
j'0.s/jCKtCK
Z t
0
max
s12Œ h;s
jx.s1/jds;
and therefore, also
max
t2Œ0;
kxt .0/kc 

2 max
s2Œ h;0
j'.t/jCKt

eKt : (3.21)
From here, using the condition 1) of Theorem 3, we have
J.0/D
Z 
0
e tA.t;xt .0//dt 
Z 
0
e tKA

1C2 max
t2Œ h;0
'0.t/CKt

eKtdt <1;
by virtue of (2.5).
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Since the functional of quality is non-negative, then again there exists a non-
negative lower bound m for the value of J Œu and let
n
u.n/.t; /
o
be minimizing
sequence such that
J

u.n/

!m; n!1: (3.22)
Let
n
x.n/.t/
o
be a sequence of solutions of the equation (1.1), with corresponding
controls u.n/; and let Œ h;n/ be the maximal intervals of their existence,
 
n;x
n
n
 2
@D: Analogously to Theorem 1, we again obtain that the sequence
n
u.n/.t; /
o
is
weekly compact inLp .Œ0;1/ . h;0/. Moreover, the estimation (3.1) holds. Without
loss of generality, we can assume that the sequence
n
u.n/.t; /
o
converges weekly to
u.t; / 2 Lp .Œ0;1/ Œ h;0/ : As in the proof of Theorem 1, we have that
u.t; / 2U – the set of admissible controls for the problem (1.1)-(1.2).
Analogously to (3.2) for x.n/.t/ we have the integral representation
x.n/.t/D '0.0/C
Z t
0

f1.s;xs/C
Z 0
 h
f2.s;xs;y/u
.n/.s;y/dy

ds;
from which, taking into account (2.1) and the boundedness of the set W; similarly to
(3.21), we have
max
s2Œ h;
ˇˇˇ
x.n/.s/
ˇˇˇ
 b1Cb2tC .hRKCK/
Z t
0
max
s12Œ h;s
ˇˇˇ
x.n/.s1/
ˇˇˇ
ds
for some positive constant b1; b2: Then, using the Gronwall’s inequality, we obtain
max
s2Œ h;t
ˇˇˇ
x.n/.s/
ˇˇˇ
 .b1Cb2t /e.hRKCK/t , from which we get
max
s2Œ0;t
x.n/s  .b1Cb2t /e.hRkCK/t : (3.23)
So, we conclude that x.n/t cannot reach the infinite boundary @D for finite time. In
other words, x.n/t can go to infinity only when t !1: The later allows us, to con-
struct on an arbitrary interval Œ0;T  the sequence of functions
´.n/.t/D

x.n/.t/; t 2 Œ0;n
x.n/.n/; t 2 Œn;T  ;
if n  T; and if n > T; then ´.n/.t/D x.n/.t/.
Similarly to Theorem 1, we can show that the sequence
n
´.n/.t/
o
contains a sub-
sequence, which converges point-wise on Œ0;1/ to some continuous function ´.t/;
and this convergence is uniform on each finite interval Œ0;T  : Again, we can assume
that the sequence
n
´.n/.t/
o
itself has this property. We denote by  – the moment
when ´t reaches @D: Let x.t/ D ´.t/ then for t 2 Œ0; ; we can show (as in
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Theorem 1), that x.t/ is a solution of the equation (1.1), to which corresponds the
control u.t; /: The proof that the pair .u.t; /;x.t// is optimal can be done in the
similar way as the proof of Theorem 1, where the passage of the limit under the in-
tegral of type (3.8) is possible by Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. From
the estimation (3.23) and the condition for linear growth of A.t;'/ we have
e tA

t;x
.nk/
t

KAe t .1Ckxtkc/KAe t .b1Cb2t /e.hRKCK/t :
If the condition (2.5) of the Theorem is taken into account, then the quantity
KAe
 t .b1Cb2t /e.hRKCK/t is now integrable upper bound. This proves the the-
orem. 
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